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Abstract

Pictographs have been found to improve patient comprehension of medical information or instructions. However,

tools to produce pictograph representations from natural language are still scarce. In this contribution we describe a

system that automatically translates French speech into pictographs to enable diagnostic interviews in emergency

settings, thereby providing a tool to overcome the language barrier or provide support in Augmentative and

Alternative Communication (AAC) contexts. Our approach is based on a semantic gloss that serves as pivot

between spontaneous language and pictographs, with medical concepts represented using the UMLS ontology. In

this study we evaluate different available pre-trained models fine-tuned on artificial data to translate French into this

semantic gloss. On unseen data collected in real settings, consisting of questions and instructions by physicians,

the best model achieves an F0.5 score of 86.7. A complementary human evaluation of the semantic glosses

differing from the reference shows that 71% of these would be usable to transmit the intended meaning. Finally,

a human evaluation of the pictograph sequences derived from the gloss reveals very few additions, omissions or

order issues (<3%), suggesting that the gloss as designed is well suited as a pivot for translation into pictographs.

Keywords:pictographs, medical communication, pre-trained models, UMLS

1. Introduction

Understanding medical information or instructions

can be difficult, especially for patients with limited

health literacy. Pictographs can facilitate commu-

nication in the medical context and have notably

been used successfully to deliver specific medical

instructions. The use of images has been shown

to positively affect patient comprehension by im-

proving attention, recall, satisfaction, and adher-

ence (Houts et al., 2006; Katz et al., 2006; Hill

et al., 2016).

Although the potential of pictographs has often

been recognised, tools that automatically trans-

late sentences into pictographs are still scarce

due to the lack of resources. Some online med-

ical translators include pictographs, for example,

“My Symptoms Translator” (Alvarez, 2014) and

“Medipicto AP-HP”, but they remain very limited

in coverage and can only translate predefined

sentences. Pictograph output can also be pro-

duced by several generic MT systems, such as

Text2Picto (Sevens, 2018; Vandeghinste et al.,

2015) and, more recently, PictoBERT (Pereira

et al., 2022). Both of these are based on Word-

Net (Miller, 1995) and provide word-based map-

ping into pictographs. Glyph (Bui et al., 2012)

has improved on the word-based approach in or-

der to build a system for the medical domain. It

uses the UMLS (Unified Medical Language Sys-

tem (Bodenreider, 2004) ontology to identify med-

ical terms, in addition to natural language pro-

cessing and computer graphics techniques. Pic-

tographs are then linked to UMLS concepts rather

than words.

Following the same UMLS concept-based ap-

proach, we aim to build a system that can translate

French speech into pictographs to help French-

speaking doctors perform diagnostic interviews

in emergency settings, when they do not have

a common language with the patient and inter-

preters are not available, or in Augmentative and

Alternative Communication (AAC) contexts where

pictographs can improve understanding. To this

end, we have built on the resources developed for

BabelDr, a speech-enabled fixed-phrase medical

translator (Bouillon et al., 2021). While BabelDr re-

lied on neural methods to map spoken interactions

to the closest pre-translated target language sen-

tence, our new system, PictoDr, aims to translate

these source variations into pictograph sequences

using a two-step process: first, spoken or written

doctor utterances (questions and instructions) are

translated from French text into a UMLS-based se-

mantic gloss, second, this gloss is transposed into

pictographs.

The aim of this paper is twofold. First, we want to

compare different neural approaches for transla-

tion into the semantic gloss and secondly, to evalu-

ate if the design of the semantic gloss is well suited

to be a pivot for translation into pictographs. The

remainder of this paper is organised as follows:

Section 2 describes the PictoDr system in more
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You | Eating | Causes | Increase | Pain | Abdomen | Question

"Est-ce que vous avez plus mal au ventre après les repas ?"
(Do you feel more pain in your stomach after meals?)

Utterance paraphrases

Semantic gloss

Pictographs

"La douleur abdominale est plus forte après manger ?"
(Is the abdominal pain stronger after eating?)

"Quand vous mangez, après ça fait plus mal dans le ventre?"
(When you eat, does it hurt more in your stomach afterwards?)

Figure 1: Example of the two-step translation process from French utterance paraphrases to pictographs

detail; Section 3 presents the different MT systems

developed for automatic translation of French ut-

terances into the semantic gloss; Section 4 dis-

cusses the methodology and results of the evalu-

ation used to compare the approaches for trans-

lation into the semantic gloss; Section 5 presents

the evaluation of the translations into pictographs

and section 6 concludes.

2. PictoDr

To translate French speech into pictographs, Pic-

toDr uses a two-step approach with a seman-

tic gloss serving as pivot, as illustrated in Figure

1.1 Glossing has been used in many NLP appli-

cations, for example, in sign language machine

translation (MT), where it is employed to define

manual signs and their syntax (Ebling, 2016). It

has also been used as a pivot for NMT of low-

resourced languages (Zhou et al., 2019). For our

purposes, this approach has many advantages.

When dealing with paraphrases of the same medi-

cal question or instruction, we can map them all to

the same gloss and consequently represent them

with the same sequence of pictographs. The use

of UMLS instead of WordNet also allows us to

work with medical terms instead of individual word

senses, thereby facilitating the illustration of com-

pounds such as “blood draw”, which cannot be ad-

equately rendered by separate illustrations of each

word (Norré et al., 2022). Finally, this pivot rep-

resentation also makes it possible to easily gen-

erate different pictograph languages that can be

adapted to the language or culture of the patient.

1The pictographic symbols used are the property of

the Government of Aragón and have been created by

Sergio Palao for ARASAAC (https://arasaac.org/),
that distributes them under Creative Commons License

BY-NC-SA.

In the first step of our translation approach, the re-

sult of speech recognition is mapped to the gloss

using neural machine translation methods. Train-

ing data for this specific task are generated from

a manually defined Synchronous Context Free

Grammar (SCFG, Aho and Ullman, 1969) that

maps source variations, described in a formalism

similar to regular expressions, to UMLS seman-

tic gloss, using variables for a compact definition

of similar sentences. The semantic gloss consists

of an ordered sequence of concepts, combining

UMLS concepts such as findings, diagnostic pro-

cedures, etc. with non-UMLS functional concepts

that indicate agents (“You” in the example in Fig-

ure 1) or utterance modes (“Question”). These

concepts are ordered based on semantic patterns

(for example, <you/patient> <Sign or symptom>
<time> <question>). This grammar was defined
in close collaboration with physicians from the

emergency department of the Geneva University

Hospitals (HUG) who helped outline the necessary

system coverage, which currently includes all the

essential questions and instructions used in emer-

gency triage. The physicians also contributed to

the collection of possible spoken variations, i.e.

the different paraphrases used for each utterance,

as well as their grouping and association with the

corresponding gloss. Figure 2 provides an exam-

ple of a grammar rule.

The current version of the grammar includes 3,096

rules, which expand into 15,488 UMLS glosses

once variables are replaced by values. These

UMLS glosses are mapped to hundreds of millions

of surface variations. To create data for training

or fine-tuning, we use this grammar to generate

parallel data consisting of source variations (para-

phrases) aligned with the corresponding seman-

tic gloss. The generation process consists in ex-

panding all the source variation patterns, replacing

https://arasaac.org/
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{

      "paraphrases": [

        "vous êtes-vous (blessé|blessée) (au niveau du| sur (le|votre)|au) visage",

        (did you injure ?(yourself) (in the area of|on) (the|your) face)
        "?(est-ce que) vous vous êtes (blessé|blessée) (au niveau du| sur (le|votre)|au) visage",

        (did you injure ?(yourself) (in the area of|on) (the|your) face)
        "$avez_vous (une blessure|des blessures) ?(quelque part) (au niveau du| sur (le|votre)|au) visage"

        (did you suffer (an injury|injuries) ?(somewhere) in (the|your) facial area)
      ],

      "umlsGloss": [

        {"semType":"Agent", "concept":"You", "cui":""},

        {"semType":"Finding", "concept":"Past history of", "cui":"C0332119"},

        {"semType":"Injury or Poisoning", "concept":"Injury wounds","cui":"C0043250"},

        {"semType":"Body Location or Region", "concept":"Face", "cui":"C0015450"},

        {"semType":"Mode", "concept":"Question", "cui":""}

      ]

}

Figure 2: Example of a grammar rule describing an utterance with its source paraphrases and semantic

gloss

variables and then filtering the results using a n-

gram based approach as described in (Mutal et al.,

2020). For this study, the generated corpus was

split into training and validation sets, described in

Table 1.

Data #Sentences #Words #Vocabulary

Train. 600K 5M-3M 5,124-1,683

Valid. 17K 138k-92k 2,381-1,683

Table 1: Number of sentences, words and vocab-

ulary in training and validation data sets.

In the second step of our translation approach,

the semantic gloss is mapped into a pictograph

sequence. In previous work we have created a

database linking the concepts used in the gloss

to ARASAAC2 pictographs, where available. This

provided illustrations for 66% of the concepts (Ger-

lach et al., 2023). For the remainder, we have de-

signed new pictographs or adapted existing pic-

tographs. Previous experiments have shown that

a plain sequential display of pictographs is not

easy to understand, in particular in medical di-

alogues where multiple actors are involved. A

contextualised display approach is therefore used.

Different visualisations are provided depending on

the patterns, for example, for yes-no questions,

wh-questions, instructions, etc. Additionally, in

this step, adjacent UMLS concepts such as “Le-

sion” and “Skin”, which are difficult to represent in-

dividually, can be replaced by complex ones (“Skin

lesions”).

3. MT systems

The aim of the machine translation system is to

translate French speech transcriptions into a se-

2https://arasaac.org/

mantic gloss. The same architecture (standard

Transformer encoder-decoder (Vaswani et al.,

2017)) and same validation and training data were

used for all the approaches. Our baseline sys-

tem uses the same settings as described in (Mutal

et al., 2022):

Baseline. The Baseline was trained from

scratch with our artificial data using OpenNMT

(Klein et al., 2017), involving 200,000 steps with

early stopping criteria. Our training process

resulted in a 99% perplexity on the validation

dataset.

Since the source in this task is a high-resource

language, we compare this Baseline with differ-

ent systems leveraging available pre-trained en-

coders. However, for the target, which is an ar-

tificial semantic gloss, no pre-trained models are

available. Therefore for all models we used the

same decoder (L=16, H=512, A=16) with a vocab-

ulary size equivalent to that of the target side of the

training data (semantic gloss tokens), augmented

by special tokens. We fine-tune these models for

our task using the artificial data described above

(cf. Table 1).

We experimented with four different BERT-based

(Devlin et al., 2019) pre-trained encoders that we

will now describe in further detail:

CamemBERT. CamemBERT3 (Martin et al.,

2020) is based on RoBERTA (Zhuang et al.,

2021). It uses the French part of the OSCAR cor-

pus (Open Super-large Crawled Aggregated cor-

pus) (Ortiz Suárez et al., 2019) for pre-training.

FlauBERT. FlauBERT4 is pre-trained on a

French corpus consisting of sub-corpora covering

diverse topics and writing styles, from well-written

3https://huggingface.co/camembert-base
4https://huggingface.co/flaubert/flaubert_

base_uncased

https://arasaac.org/
https://huggingface.co/camembert-base
https://huggingface.co/flaubert/flaubert_base_uncased
https://huggingface.co/flaubert/flaubert_base_uncased
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text (e.g. Wikipedia and books) to Common Crawl

(Le et al., 2020).

DrBERT. DrBERT,5 a bio-medical model, fol-

lows the same architecture and pre-training strat-

egy as CamemBERT. The model was only pre-

trained on a small data set from the healthcare do-

main (Labrak et al., 2023). We chose this model

to see if domain-specific pre-training improves per-

formance on the task (Lee et al., 2020).

XML-R. XML-R6 is a multilingual version of

RoBERTa pre-trained on 100 languages (Con-

neau et al., 2020). We included this model on

the assumption that a multilingual approach could

make the system more robust to medical termi-

nology of different origins (e.g. anglicisms) in the

source.

All these models were trained using the Hug-

gingFace (Wolf et al., 2020) framework. We

used default hyper-parameters for each approach.

The number of parameters, vocabulary and pre-

training data for each system are shown in Table

2.

Model #Params #Vocab. Data

Baseline 196M 32k -

CamemBERT 196M 32k 138 GB

FlauBERT 224M 50k 71GB

DrBERT 196M 32k 7 GB

XML-R 360M 250k 2.5TB

Table 2: Number of parameters for the encoder-

decoder, vocabulary size and size of pre-training

data measured in bytes.

4. Evaluation of translation into

semantic gloss

The aim of this first evaluation is to see how well

the different models can translate French utter-

ances into the semantic gloss. In particular, we

would like to see 1) whether pre-trained models

are of use for this particular task, and 2) whether

the amount and type of pre-training data (domain

specific, multilingual, etc) have an impact on sys-

tem performance.

In a first automatic evaluation, we compare sys-

tem outputs against references using F0.5 and

F0.53−best scores. In a second human evalua-

tion that takes into consideration only the best-

performing system according to the first evalua-

tion, we assess whether the outputs that do not

match the references can still be considered cor-

rect or useful by doctors. In the following sections

5https://huggingface.co/Dr-BERT/DrBERT-7GB
6https://huggingface.co/xlm-roberta-base

we describe the data, followed by these two eval-

uations.

4.1. Evaluation Data

We used data collected with the BabelDr appli-

cation at the HUG during diagnostic interviews in

real triage settings. These speech data were tran-

scribed manually and each utterance was manu-

ally annotated with a reference gloss following the

same patterns as for the training data (cf. Section

2). The data are divided into two sets, a first larger

set (HUG1) that was used to improve the coverage

of the grammar and define the semantic gloss, and

a second smaller set (HUG2) consisting of unseen

data.7 An overview of these two sets is provided

in Table 3.

HUG1 HUG2

#Sentences 1,252 380

#OOT 993 320

#IT 259 60

#Words 7,670-4,735 2,441-1,346

#Vocabulary 895-408 440-207

#Vocab. Coverage 93% 91%

Table 3: Number of sentences, out of training sen-

tences (OOT ), in training sentences (IT ), number

of words/gloss tokens, size of vocabulary and vo-

cabulary coverage (ratio of the vocabulary covered

by the data used to specialise the models) for the

test sets.

4.2. Automatic evaluation

As both precision and recall are important for the

task, we chose to use the F-measure for this eval-

uation. Since our focus is on precision, we use a

weighted F-measure, with β = 0.5 (F0.5) to give a
higher weight to precision. The definitions of true

positive, false positive and false negative used for

this metric are provided in Table 4.

The models generate n-best results, which can be

of use for the task and are therefore displayed in

the application for the user to choose from. In or-

der to assess their usefulness, we calculated a

second F0.5 score (F0.53−best) which takes into

account the top three outputs by calculating a

weighted average. Based on the assumption that

users would not need to look beyond the first sug-

gested result if it served their purposes, a higher

weight was assigned to the first output, as illus-

trated in the following equation:

7The data from this second corpus including the dif-

ferent forms used in this study (transcription, reference

semantic gloss and pictograph sequence) is available

here https://propicto.demos.unige.ch/lrec2024/

https://huggingface.co/Dr-BERT/DrBERT-7GB
https://huggingface.co/xlm-roberta-base
https://propicto.demos.unige.ch/lrec2024/
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Type Definition Example

Transcription Physician’s utterance Combien de fois avez-vous vomi ? (How

many times did you vomit?)

Hypothesis System output [Times/day] [You] [Vomiting] [Question]

Reference Reference semantic gloss [How many times did this happen] [You]

[Vomiting] [Question]

True Positives (TP) Number of correct gloss to-

kens in the hypothesis

[You] [Vomiting] [Question]

False Positives (FP) Number of additional gloss

tokens in the hypothesis

[Times/day]

False Negatives (FN) Number of missing gloss to-

kens in the hypothesis

[How many times did this happen]

Formula F0.5 = 1.25∗TP
1.25∗TP+0.25∗FN+FP

F0.5 = 1.25∗3
1.25∗3+0.25∗1+1 = 0.75

Table 4: Definition of True Positive, False Negative and False Positive. The differences between the

hypothesis and reference are marked in red.

F0.53−best = 0.7 ∗ F0.5(Output1−best, Ref)

+0.2 ∗ F0.5(Output2−best, Ref)

+0.1 ∗ F0.5(Output3−best, Ref)

(1)

Results for all evaluated models are shown in

Table 5. Overall, the machine translation sys-

tems using pre-trained models consistently out-

performed the baseline, achieving an improve-

ment of at least 20 points in both F0.5 and

F0.53−best. Among the different pre-trained mod-

els the difference in F0.5 scores was small, indi-
cating that these systems generated similar first

output with high F0.5 scores, with the best model
achieving 94.73% on HUG1 and 86.71% F0.5 on
HUG2.

Overall, CamemBERT outperformed the other

pre-trained models by a small margin. XML-

R demonstrated the second-best performance

when only taking into consideration the first output

(F0.5). However, when taking into account the 3-
best (F0.53−best), DrBERT achieved better results

than its counterparts, suggesting that the n-best

results have more elements in common with the

reference and might be more useful for the task.

As is often observed in the literature, the domain

of the data used for pre-training has an impact

on performance on the task (Lee et al., 2020).

For our task, the medical pre-training data used

for DrBERT, despite being a much smaller quan-

tity, allows this model to be competitive with other

models pre-trained on much larger data sets (e.g.

CamemBERT) or using larger numbers of param-

eters (e.g. XML-R).

4.3. Human evaluation

In this complementary evaluation of the unseen

data test set (HUG2), we asked two physicians

from the HUG emergency department to evaluate

the sentences where the system output was differ-

ent from the reference (N=56). Participants were

shown the original transcription along with the out-

put (semantic gloss) of the best system according

to the automatic evaluation (CamemBERT) and

were asked to select one of the following options:

“same meaning”, “similar meaning” and “different

meaning”. Instructions for the task defined simi-

lar meaning as “has a close meaning that could

also be of use in the diagnostic interview to obtain

the required information from the patient”. In case

of doubt, participants could select a “I don’t know”

option.

A breakdown of the results from this human eval-

uation is presented in Table 6. The evaluators

reached the same judgement for a large share

of the sentences (80%). According to Cohen’s

kappa (κ = 0.661), the level of agreement is mod-
erate. Taking into account only the items where

the two physicians agree on either “same mean-

ing” or “similar meaning”, results suggest that 71%

of the system outputs that were discarded in the

automatic evaluation because they do not match

the reference exactly can still be of use in a di-

agnostic interview. Table 7 provides examples of

sentences of each category. The “same meaning”

items are mostly paraphrases or very close mean-

ings that serve the same purpose (e.g. “sport” vs

“exertion”). The “similar meaning” cases are often

sentences where the gloss is either more precise

or more generic than the transcription (“abdominal

pain” vs “pain”). The “different meaning” cases are
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HUG1 HUG2

Model F0.5 F0.53−best F0.5 F0.53−best

Baseline 69.71 67.14 67.63 64.26

CamemBERT 94.32 86.79 86.71 79.15

FlauBERT 91.73 84.51 84.39 77.75

DrBERT 93.12 86.11 85.11 78.49

XML-R 93.79 82.73 85.94 75.17

Table 5: F0.5 and F0.53−best between the system outputs and the reference. The scores were calculated

on our two test sets.

mostly associated with out of coverage structures

or terms (e.g. drug names not included in the train-

ing data, such as “Tramadol”).

Meaning Eval.1 Eval.2 Agree

Same 32 32 29

Similar 13 19 11

Different 10 5 5

I don’t know 1 - -

Total 56 56 45

Table 6: Human evaluation of the gloss: results by

category for the two physicians

5. Evaluation of translation into

pictographs

The aim of this second evaluation is to seewhether

the proposed approach (using a semantic gloss as

pivot) produces usable pictograph sequences that

are perceived as conveying the same meaning as

the original utterance, despite the abstraction and

simplification introduced by the pivot. To this end,

we present French speaking participants with ut-

terances paired with their final pictograph repre-

sentations.

5.1. Test data

For this evaluation, only the second smaller data

set (HUG2) was used. As this corpus is composed

of multiple diagnostic interviews, some common

utterances (e.g. “what brings you to the emer-

gency department?”) occur many times, with dif-

ferent paraphrases in French, but resulting in the

same semantic gloss and thus the same picto-

graph representation. To reduce the number of

items to evaluate, for each unique gloss included

in the corpus, only the first source paraphrase was

retained. We also chose to remove incomplete

sentences that, due to the lack of dialogue context,

were ambiguous in terms of meaning and thus not

suited for our evaluation. The resulting data set in-

cluded 147 French utterances with corresponding

semantic glosses. Examples of utterances with

their glosses and representations are provided in

Figure 3.

5.2. Design

To avoid bias introduced by model errors, the pic-

tograph sequences were generated from the ref-

erence glosses rather than system output. Par-

ticipants were shown source sentence and pic-

tograph translations utterance by utterance in a

LimeSurvey, and were asked to rate these by

means of the following multiple choice options:

“the translation is correct”, “one or more pic-

tographs are unnecessary”, “one or more pic-

tographs are missing”, “one or more pictographs

are incorrect”, “I don’t understand one or more pic-

tographs”, “the order of the pictographs is not log-

ical”. For all choices, participants were asked to

indicate in a free text field which of the individual

pictographs were concerned.

The data set containing 147 utterance-gloss pairs

was divided into four smaller subsets consisting of

37, 37, 37 and 36 items respectively. We recruited

a total of 16 participants, allowing us to collect four

responses for each subset. Participants were re-

cruited at the Faculty of translation and interpret-

ing and are either native or near-native speakers

of French.

5.3. Results

The results of this evaluation are reported in Ta-

ble 8. Overall, more than half (57%) of the pic-

tograph sequences were found to be appropriate

translations of the source sentences. No major-

ity was reached for nearly a quarter of the evalu-

ated items, suggesting that the task is highly sub-

jective. Inter-annotator agreement for this ques-

tion is low in terms of observed agreement (47.6%)

and fair according to Fleiss’ Kappa (κ = 0.324). A
closer analysis of the 31 sentences that a majority

of participants judged as incorrect shows that the

most important issue (N=12) were pictographs that
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Judgement Transcription Semantic gloss

same meaning Avez-vous mal seulement quand

vous faites un effort physique ? (Do

you only feel pain when you exert

yourself?)

You | Sports | Causes | Pain | Ques-

tion

similar meaning Je vais vous prescrire des médica-

ments laxatifs (I will prescribe you

laxatives)

I | Prescription procedure | Pharma-

ceutical Preparations | Gastrointesti-

nal transit function

similar meaning Depuis quand vous avez des

douleurs au ventre ? (Since when

do you have abdominal pain?)

Since when | You | Pain | Question

similar meaning Est-ce que la douleur est comme un

poids ? (Is the pain like a heavi-

ness?)

You | Stomach feeling heavy | Ques-

tion

different meaning Est-ce que le tramadol a diminué la

douleur ? (Did the Tramadol relieve

the pain?)

You | Toradol | Causes | Positive |

Question

Table 7: Human evaluation of the gloss: examples

"Avez-vous des difficultés à avaler ?"
(Do you have difficulty swallowing?)
You | Has difficulty doing (qualifier value) | Deglutition | Question

"Avez-vous des nausées ou des vomissements ?"
(Do you experience nausea or vomiting?)
You | Nausea | or - article | Vomiting | Question

"Je vais faire un examen neurologique".
(I will do a neurological examination) 
I | Neurologic Examination | You

"Est-ce que vous êtes tombé ?"
(Did you fall?)
You | Past history of | Falls | Question

"Je vais vous donner des médicaments contre la douleur".
(I will give you medication for the pain.)
I | Prescription procedure | Analgesics

"Quand est-ce que les rougeurs sont apparues ?"
(when did did the redness appear?)
Date in time | You | Skin lesion | Question

Figure 3: Examples of utterances with corresponding semantic gloss and pictograph sequence included

in the second evaluation

were not understandable, often for medical con-

cepts (e.g. “Neurologic Examination”) or for time

indications (e.g. “Recent”).

For the questions related to the composition of

the pictograph sequence (additions, omissions, in-

correct pictographs and bad order), the observed

agreement is much higher (82-85%). Results

show a very low proportion of perceived omis-

sions, incorrect pictographs or order issues (1%

each). Additions are slightly more frequent (3%).

The representation of time is responsible for a

large share of the reported additions, as in some

utterances the time frame is implicit and does not

require illustration (e.g. “did you fall?”, which im-
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plicitly happened in the past), whereas in others

the temporal condition requires a precise illustra-

tion (e.g. “have you recently had an operation?”).

Other pictograms that were found unnecessary

were those indicating a causal relationship in the

context of another causal concept (e.g. in “Eating

| Causes | Increase | Pain”) or disjunctions (e.g.

“Nausea | or - article | Vomiting”). As for the or-

der of the pictographs, it was reported as illogical

in very few cases, mainly for pairs of pictograms

including a qualifier and an action, such as “Has

difficulty doing” + “Deglutition”.

These results show that the concepts included in

the gloss aremostly appropriate, although they are

not always well illustrated by the current set of pic-

tographs.

Yes No No maj.

Correct 84 (57%) 31 (21%) 32 (22%)

Addition 4 (3%) 133 (90%) 10 (7%)

Omission 1 (1%) 142 (97%) 4 (3%)

Bad picto. 1 (1%) 144 (98%) 2 (1%)

Incompr. 9 (6%) 128 (87%) 10 (7%)

Bad order 2 (1%) 139 (95%) 6 (4%)

Table 8: Results of the evaluation of the picto-

graph sequences showingmajority judgements for

the 147 sentences

6. Conclusions and future work

In a low-resourced domain, this study evaluates

the feasibility of using a UMLS-based semantic

gloss as pivot in a two-step approach to translate

speech into pictographs.

For the first step, translating from a high-resourced

language, the evaluated pre-trained models out-

performed a baseline trained from scratch. Over-

all the different models give comparable results,

with CamemBERT slightly outperforming the oth-

ers. While these approaches work well in the lim-

ited domain studied here, future work should in-

vestigate methods to make the systems more ro-

bust by including other medical domains. How-

ever, while the grammar (and the artificial training

data generated from it) could easily be extended,

the expansion of system coverage remains limited

by the scarce availability of medical pictographs.

Pictographs designed for AAC are typically limited

to simple and concrete concepts, since the target

audience must possess prior knowledge of these

concepts and how they are represented for the pic-

tographs to be effective. Therefore, illustrations

of body parts or tools used for exams are read-

ily available, while more complex or abstract con-

cepts are absent from existing sets. Another issue

is the the lack of metadata associating pictographs

with medical concepts.

Regarding the second translation step, a human

evaluation of pictograph sequences derived from

the gloss has shown that the abstraction from the

original surface form introduced by the pivot is not

perceived as a distortion of meaning. The use of

concept sequences that sometimes bear little re-

semblance to the original words and their order, as

well as the simplification accomplished by keeping

only essential semantic elements were only very

rarely reported as problematic by evaluators. The

main issue we observed is the complexity of illus-

trating some of the concepts that are important in

the medical domain. These results suggest that

the semantic gloss as designed is well suited as a

pivot for translation into pictographs.

The current system will serve as basis for further

more detailed evaluations of sentence patterns

and pictograph order, in particular for patients from

different cultures and languages. In terms of fu-

ture work, we also plan on leveraging the concepts

and pictographs from the current system to build

an interface which would allow patients to describe

their symptoms or medical history by selecting pic-

tographs and combining them in patterns, which

could then be translated into French.

The system is available online at the ad-

dress https://propicto.demos.unige.ch/
pictoDrClient.
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